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I

. Bonds, ledgers, general writing 17” x 22”

Book papers and offset papers 25” x 38” I
Cover stock 20” x 26”

Newsprint 24”  x  36”

Bristol board 22  l/2” x 28 l/2”
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STANDARD SIZES FOR OFFICE FORMS’

SIZES ARRANGLD ACCOKDING  TO BASIC SHEET FROM WHICH THEY CUT

BONDS LEDGFRS.  MANIFOLDS

These sizes cut from 17” x 22” paper stock

2.1/2” x 2 l/2” 4 i14” x 5 l/2” 8 l/2” x 1 1 ”

2 l/Z” x 4 l/4” 4 l/4” x 5 11” 1’”  I x 71”

3 l/2” x 8 l/2” 5 l/2” x 8 l/2”

These sizes cut from 17 ’ x 28’ paper stock

2 l/8” x 3 l/2” 4 l/4” x 7”

3 l/2”  x 4 l/4” 4 l/4”  x 14”

3 l/2”  x 8 l/2” 7” x 8 l/2”

17” x 22”

8 l/2” x,14”

14” x 17”

17” x 28”

‘Ray  Manen.  Manen  On Forms Control (New Jersey Prentre-Hall  19701 p.107
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These size cut from 25 l/2” x 30 l/2” Index Bristol

3”75”  ’ 4” x 6 ” 5” x 8”

The following sizes cut with waste of stock and inefficient production

6” x 9” 8” x 10” 8 l/2”  x 11”

1. Is the form identified with name and number?

2. Are type faces clear and readable?

3. Are all captions easily understood?

4. Does the information supplied by the form tie in with state requirements of the

adopted systems, procedures, and methods?

5. If machine-entry, are machine specifications such as.maximum size of paper, size

lo Ibid.. p.111
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of printing characters, and length of line taken in to account?

6. Are the supplied space requirements adequate for each individual item?

7. Is fill-in writing reduced to a minimum and is repetitive information printed?

8. Is information grouped logically and, if source document, are data in sequence

that will be transcribed?

used?

9. Are box and columnar arrangements featured?

10. Are vertical and horizontal spacing in conformity with the writing method to be

11. Is the need for tabular stop held to a minimum?

12. Are bold types, markings, numbers, shaded areas, and color used to facilitate

handing, routing, and checking?

13. Are varying thickness used to set off sections of the form?

14. Is form self-instructing-are instructions clear, brief and located either at the top of

the form or close to the section to which they apply?

15. Is the routing of the form clearly identified?

16. Is information for filling placed advatageously  on the form?

17. Will the form fit standard binders and file folders?

18. Is adequate gripper space included in the form design?

19. Are the proper weight, grade, and color of paper being used?

20. Are the combinations of paper and carbon acceptable for desired carbonization?

21. Are carbonless papers preferable for this form?

22. Are perforations, die-cuts, and narrow plies of paper and of carbon used for

positive selection of data on certain copies?

23. Is the form suitable for window envelopes if it is mailed?
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